The mechanism of the newly reported route for surface-assisted covalent coupling of terminal alkynes on Ag(111) is unraveled by density functional theory based transition state calculations. We illustrate that the reaction path is fundamentally different from the classical coupling schemes in wet chemistry. It is initiated by the covalent coupling between two molecules instead of single-molecule dehydrogenation. The silver substrate is found to play an important role stabilizing the intermediate species by chemical bonds, although it is hardly active electronically in the actual coupling step. The dimer intermediate is concluded to undergo two subsequent dehydrogenation processes expected to be rate-limiting according to the comparatively large barriers, which origin is discussed.
Introduction
Assembling organic molecules into covalent nanoarchitectures is becoming a very active research area in surface and nanoscale science. [1] [2] [3] The potential of this extremely versatile approach has been demonstrated in the fabrication of one and two-dimensional hydrocarbon materials with atomic precision [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and was listed in the graphene roadmap as a promising strategy toward obtaining high-quality nanographenes. 11 In principle, custom-made materials can be obtained, depending on the molecular building blocks, the coverage of molecules, the temperature, and the nature of the underlying substrate. The major goal is the controlled design of polymers extended in one and two dimensions by the molecular building blocks. 1, 12 However, to reach this milestone, a thorough theoretical understanding of the involved on-surface reactions is crucial.
Up to now, the main achievements of covalent assembly on surfaces have been based on using halogen-substituted molecular building blocks. 13 The approach exploits that the halogen atoms are more easily abstracted than their hydrogen counterparts. This results in species featuring unsaturated carbon atoms that establish a covalent bond after an intermediate diffusion process. 14 However, the necessary diffusion of both the chemisorbed intermediates and the halogen byproducts 15, 16 can obstruct the creation of the targeted hydrocarbon-pure material.
Recently, we introduced homo-coupling of terminal alkynes on a nobel metal surface as a new tool for covalent construction of nanoarchitectures. 17 The generality of this approach was demonstrated by its application to different organic building-blocks [17] [18] [19] and on the differently reactive surfaces Ag(111), 17, 18 Au(111) 18 and Cu(111). 18, 19 The reaction takes place under mild and clean conditions, with hydrogen as only byproduct released from the surface. However, several unwanted side-reactions have been reported, 18, 20 reducing the product yield. Thus, for exploiting the full potential of this construction tool, a systematic theoretical investigation is necessary.
Furthermore, previous investigations of other interfacial covalent assembly schemes 14, [21] [22] [23] [24] Ag(111)
Scheme 1: The coupling reaction of two 1,3,5-triethynyl-benzene (TEB) molecules into a TEB dimer, which takes place on the Ag(111) surface.
revealed that chemical intuition often fails to predict how a reaction proceeds under onsurface conditions, because pathways not accessible in conventional wet chemistry are often operative. Therefore, theoretical approaches providing detailed insights by examining in depth the underlying mechanisms, are of the utmost importance.
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The reaction discussed here is formally reminiscent of the classic Glaser-Hay coupling scheme, 26, 27 but can also be interpreted as a basic step of surface-confined acetylide chemistry. [28] [29] [30] In solution, the reaction is well-known to proceed by dehydrogenating the terminal alkyne with a Cu ion and establishing a Cu-acetylide intermediate. 31 In the presence of Ag ions, the related Ag-acetylides can be formed, 28 however indication of the Ag-related synthesis of the butadiyne moiety has not been reported so far. At the same time, from the perspective of surface science, it is an established fact that the dissociative adsorption of hydrogen on Ag(111) is endothermic, 32 and atomic hydrogen desorbs recombinatively at temperatures below 200 K. 33 How the reaction will proceed at a Ag(111) surface is therefore a highly intricate question. In this respect, first hints regarding the coupling pathway have been uncovered, 17,34 but the complete reaction mechanism remains elusive.
Here, we present a detailed analysis of the covalent coupling reaction using density functional theory based transition state calculations. We have focused on the dimerization of two 1,3,5-triethynyl-benzene (TEB) monomers, illustrated in Scheme 1. By scrutinizing possible reaction pathways, the most favorable mechanism is identified, which is fundamentally different from the classical Glaser-Hay coupling in wet chemistry.
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Methods
Computational details
Our theoretical toolbox used to approach the problem is based on periodic density functional theory (DFT) using the VASP code. [38] [39] [40] The van der Waals density functional (vdW-DF) 41 was used, as nonlocal correlations are required to describe the forces responsible for Ag-C interactions, while the optimized form of the Becke 86 functional 42 was used to describe local correlation and semi-local exchange. The Ag(111) surface has been represented in a p(10 × 9) supercell, containing four atomic layers separated by a 15Å vacuum. The bottom two Ag layers were kept fixed, while the remaining atoms were allowed to relax.
Structural optimizations were performed until the forces acting on all atoms were smaller than 0.01 eV/Å.
Transition states were calculated in a two-step procedure. First, the Climbing Image The scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) images were simulated using the TersoffHamann approximation 47 with the implementation by Lorente and Persson.
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STM experiment
The topographic data of the TEB dimer on Ag(111) were acquired at 5.5 K using a homemade Besocke-type STM working under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) condition with a base pressure better than 2×10 −10 mbar. The samples used for STM measurement were prepared in situ by depositing TEB molecules onto a Ag(111) surface held at ∼330 K, precleaned by Ar + sputtering and annealing, using organic molecular beam epitaxy with a high molecular flux (partial pressure ∼ 10 −8 mbar).
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Results and discussion
For the TEB dimerization, the first question to answer is whether the TEB units first dissociate and concomitantly couple on the surface, or if two TEB units couple first, followed by the abstraction of hydrogen atoms from the dimeric product at a later stage. Beginning with the direct dissociation, on the atomically flat Ag(111) surface, the dehydrogenation is associated with a barrier as large as 1.82 eV, Figure 1a . One may also consider that the reaction is catalyzed by Ag adatoms, Figure 1b . The reference energy of the adatom was taken as an isolated atom adsorbed on the surface. Using this reference for the adatoms, the initial state (IS) of this path is only slightly more stable than the IS of the path associated with the dissociation on the flat surface. In other words, there is no significant attraction between the adatoms and TEB molecules, and the dehydrogenation barrier exceeds the one on the atomically flat surface. Furthermore, this reaction is dependent on the availability of Ag adatoms, making it significantly less likely than the dehydrogenation on the flat surface.
As an alternative to these dissociation processes, we considered the possibility that the coupling reaction is initiated by a tautomerization step, in which the terminal C-atom becomes unsaturated by moving its H-atom to the adjacent C-atom ( Figure S1 ). The tautomerization has a barrier of 1.93 eV, close to that of the adatom-assisted hydrogen abstraction.
In addition, we considered the possibility that an already removed H atom catalyzes the dehydrogenation reaction (Figure 1c) , by forming an H 2 molecule following the dissociation.
Interestingly, this has a positive impact on the reaction, as it lowers the barrier to 1.39 eV.
However, as will be illustrated below, a majority of the TEB monomers will follow a different reaction path.
Instead of first splitting off hydrogen, we find that the reaction is much more likely to be initiated by the coupling between two TEB molecules. Figure 2 illustrates the covalent bond To study the impact of the calculated energy barriers on the reaction kinetics we estimated the reaction rates for the dehydrogenation of a TEB molecule, as well as for the direct recombination of two molecules. Except for the recombination, the rates were obtained from the Arrhenius equation ν = A exp (−E barrier /k B T ), with the commonly used pre-factor
It was recently shown 14 that the rate of recombination ν recomb can be expressed as a function of the rates of the coupling between two molecules (ν couple ) and molecular diffusion (ν diffuse ) as
where θ is the coverage of molecules, with θ=1 corresponding to a fully covered surface. using the calculated energy barriers as input. The recombination rates for the directly coupling of two TEB molecules were calculated with Eq. 1 for two different molecular coverages, using the coupling rates (calculated from an energy barrier of 0.90 eV, see Figure. 2) and diffusion rates (calculated from an energy barrier of 0.15 eV, see Supporting Information). The monomer dehydrogenation (deH) rates were calculated both for the clean surface and in the presence of an H adatom, with barriers of 1.82 eV and 1.39 eV, respectively ( Figure 1 ). The shaded area shows the desorption rate, calculated from the experimentally estimated adsorption energy of TEB on Ag(111) of 0.8-1.0 eV.
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The diffusion barrier of TEB is 0.15 eV (see supporting information), resulting in ν diffuse ν coupling , which defines the recombination of two TEB molecules as a coupling limiting process. 25 Note that in principle one would need to consider concentration and diffusion also for the dehydrogenation catalyzed by an H adatom, both for adatoms and molecules. To simplify the analysis we have expressed this reaction only in terms of the Arrhenius equation of the dehydrogenation barrier, which gives an upper limit of the rate for this reaction. The initial coupling mechanism also has to be put into perspective with the experiment.
From our earlier work 17 it is known that the desorption of TEB monomers is competing with the coupling reaction. In fact, desorption prevails at 300 K, while for triggering dimerization ∼330 K are required. It has been estimated that the experimental desorption energy of a TEB molecule from Ag(111) is in the range of 0.8-1.0 eV. 49 The range of desorption rates obtained from the Arrhenius equation for these desorption energies is indicated by the shaded area in Figure 3 . It is evident that the desorption and coupling occur at similar conditions, but the desorption is a slightly more likely process, in agreement with the experimental observations. unlikely that they will dissociate into separate units.
To investigate the role of the Ag(111) surface in the coupling of two TEB molecules, the electron density difference profile of the coupling transition state TS couple was considered.
Two specific electron density differences were calculated as
and as
where ρ full is the electron density of the full system, ρ slab the electron density of the Ag slab, ρ mol1+mol2 the electron density of the two interacting molecules (without slab), and ρ mol1 and
Figure 4: Electron density difference plots of the coupling transition state TS couple , illustrating the redistribution of the electron density due to the coupling of two TEB molecules, induced by (a) molecule-surface interactions, and (b) both molecule-surface and moleculemolecule interactions. The electron density differences ∆ρ a and ∆ρ b were defined by Eq. 2 and 3, respectively. The absolute value of the contours is 0.01 eÅ −3 , where blue is electron accumulation (area of negative differential charge) and red electron depletion (area of positive differential charge). In order to split-off the first hydrogen, it is necessary to initially go through IntS1 trans followed by the first dehydrogenation transition state TS deH1 . Note that it is also possible to go directly from IntS1 trans to IntS2. However, the energy difference between TS iso and TS deH1 is 0.20 eV, which gives the Boltzmann factor of ∼10 −3 at 330 K. Thus, the IntS1 trans → IntS1 cis transition is about 1000 times more likely than the IntS1 trans → IntS2 transition, i.e., the majority of reactions proceed via We have concluded that the TEB dimerization gives the final product FS in Figure 5 .
However, in particular the second dehydrogenation barrier, is too large considering that the reaction occurs in experiments at temperatures of 330 K. However, the barrier of 1.53 eV includes only the 0 K potential energy surface. If instead calculating free energies, using the quasi-harmonic approximation, 50 the barrier is reduced to 1.36 eV at 330 K. In other words, the vibrational enthalpy and entropy enhance the probability of the transition from IntS2
to FS, and the same is expected to be the case for the IntS1 cis → IntS2 transition. Another aspect we need to take into account is how well the adsorbed molecules are described in the calculations. The barrier heights for the dehydrogenation steps are highly dependent on how strongly the molecule chemisorbs to the surface in the intermediate states:
the stronger C-Ag bond is, the higher is the dehydrogenation barrier. The van der Waals density functional with optB86b exchange (optB86b/vdWDF) used in this work has shown to accurately describe distances in organometallic contacts, 51 as well as the adsorption height of 3,4,9,10-perylene-tetracarboxylic acid (PTCDA) on Ag(111) (see Supporting Information).
At the same time, this functional produces a too deep interaction potential 51 resulting in the overestimation of the binding energy. Consistently, in our recent work we find that the adsorption energy of a single TEB molecule on Ag(111) is larger than indicated by experiments. 49 The too deep interaction potential could have two origins, namely an overestimate in non-local correlation (vdW interaction) and a too attractive exchange. In any case, both deficiencies would enhance the computed strength of a chemical bond to the surface. To test the hypothesis of the over-bonded chemisorbed intermediates in Figure 5 , we performed calculations without vdW interactions, with the commonly used PBE functional. 52 Interestingly, the PBE functional lowers the barrier by 0.15 eV, showing that reducing the interaction between molecule and surface indeed affects the barrier favorably.
The barrier heights of the IntS2 → FS transition, as calculated with the different methods, are summarized in Table 1 . For an estimate of the real rate-limiting barrier, we suggest that the overestimation of molecule-surface interactions and the vibrational contribution to the free energy act additively to lowering the barrier of the dehydrogenation steps. We hypothesize that the true value might be near to 1.2-1.3 eV. Figure 1 it was found that a hydrogen adatom significantly lowers the barrier. However, in the case of the dehydrogenation of the IntS2 state, the hydrogen assisted reaction gives a barrier of 1.61 eV (see SI), thus less favorable than the corresponding reaction on the atomically flat surface in Figure 5 . We also considered a further tautomerization reaction as well as an Ag adatom catalyzed process, which are described in detail in the SI. However, both of these alternatives are connected with considerably larger barriers than the dehydrogenation path in Figure 5 , supporting that the formation of the TEB dimer on Ag(111) follows the reaction path presented here. Furthermore, we expect that this is the generic mechanism for the homo-coupling of terminal alkynes on close-packed noble metal surfaces.
The pathway elucidated here is also helpful for the interpretation of our recent results on coupling reactions starting with the pre-synthesized TEB dimer species. 20 We found additional reactions of terminal alkyne groups connecting to the butadiyne bridges of the original dimer (see Supporting Information Scheme S1). Such reactions could be explained by first going back from FS to IntS2 where the H atom necessary for the reversibility is provided by the attacking third alkyne. Then tautomerization steps could bring the H atom to the positions necessary to explain the different final products, featuring some sp 2 carbons.
We would like to emphasize that the mechanism may be completely different on other, more reactive surfaces. The plethora of products recently found on Cu(111), 19 thus for conditions nearer to those of the Glaser-Hay reaction in wet chemistry, indicates marked differences to the present situation. Under the conditions applicable here, in our experiments combining STM and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 17 we found no indications for Ag-acetylide intermediates, neither s nor pi-bonded modes, 28-30 playing a role for the butadiyne formation. This contrasts the pathway of the surface-supported Ullmann coupling reaction, where such organometallic species were directly observed with STM.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, we have unraveled the mechanisms behind the homo-coupling reaction between terminal alkynes on the Ag(111) surface. The role of the substrate is both to constrain the molecular motion in two dimensions, as well as to stabilize the coupled intermediate state prior to the dehydrogenation. However, no significant chemical contribution, in terms of electron transfer, in the actual C-C bond formation was revealed. The insights provided here contribute significantly to the knowledge necessary for the rational design and construction of low-dimensional hydrocarbon material with atomic precision by surface-confined reactions. 
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